
COMPACTIFICATION OF A CLASS OFCONFORMALLY FLAT 4-MANIFOLDSun-Yung A. Chang, Jie Qing and Paul C. YangAbstrat. In this paper we generalize Huber's result on omplete surfaes of �nitetotal urvature. For omplete loally onformally at 4-manifolds of positive salarurvature with Q urvature integrable, where Q is a variant of the Chern-Gauss-Bonnet integrand; we �rst derive the Cohn-Vossen inequality. We then establish�niteness of the topology. This allows us to provide onformal ompati�ation ofsuh manifolds.S0. IntrodutionIn this paper we study the ends of loally onformally at 4-dimensional man-ifolds. Reall in the theory of omplete surfaes of �nite total urvature, Cohn-Vossen [CV℄ showed that if the Gauss urvature of a omplete analyti metri isabsolutely integrable then(0.1) Z KdA � 2��;where � is the Euler number of the surfae. Huber ([H℄) extended this inequalityto metris with weaker regularity and proved that suh surfae an be onformallyompati�ed by adjoining a �nite number of points. For suh surfaes the de�it informula (0.1) has an interpretation as an isoperimetri onstant. One may representeah end onformally as R2 nD for some ompat set D and onsider the followingisoperimetri ratio: � = limr!1 L2(r)4�A(r)where L(r) is the length of the boundary irle �Br = fjxj = rg, and A(r) the areaof the annular region B(r) nD. For a fairly large lass of omplete surfaes alledsurfaes with normal metris, Finn ([F℄) showed that,(0.2) �(M)� 12� ZM KdvM = X �j ;0Researh of Chang is supported in part by NSF Grant DMS-9706864 and a GuggenheimFoundation Fellowship.0Researh of Qing is supported in part by NSF Grant DMS-9803399 and DMS-9706864.0Researh of Yang is supported in part by NSF Grant DMS-9706507. Typeset by AMS-TEX1



where the sum is taken over eah end of M .In dimension four, Greene-Wu ([GW℄) obtained a generaization of (0.1) to om-plete manifolds of positive setional urvature outside a ompat set. In a previouspaper we onsidered a generaliztion of (0.2) in R4 . In order to desribe the resultwe briey reall the fourth order urvature invariant Q. For onformal geometry indimension four, the Paneitz operatorP = �2 + Æ(23Rg � 2Ri)d;where Æ denote the divergene, and d the di�erential, and R is the salar urvatureand Ri the Rii tensor, plays the same role as the Laplaian in dimension two(f. [P℄ [BCY℄ [CY℄, for example). Under onformal hange of metri g = e2wg0,the Paneitz operator transforms by Pg = e�4wPg0 . The Paneitz operator de�nes anatural fourth order urvature invariant Q: for the onformal metri g = e2wg0,(0.3) Pg0w + 2Qg0 = 2Qge4wwhere(0.4) Q = 112(��R+ 14R2 � 3jEj2)and E is the traeless Rii tensor. The Q urvature invariant is related to theChern-Gauss-Bonnet integral in dimension four:(0.5) �(M) = 14�2 ZM ( jW j28 +Q)dVwhere W is the Weyl tensor and M is a ompat, losed 4-manifold. We notehere the onformal invariane of the integrand: jW j2dV remains the same whenthe metri g undergoes a onformal hange g0 = e2wg. More generally, when themanifold has a boundary, Chang and Qing [CQ℄ has de�ned a boundary operatorP3 and its assoiated boundary urvature invariant T :(0.6) P3w + Tg0 = Tge3w;where T = � 112�NR+ 16RH �RanbnLab + 19H3 � 13 trL3 + 13 ~�H;H is the mean urvature of the boundary, Lab denotes the seond fundamentalform of the boundary, �N denotes the unit inward normal derivative, ~� denotes theboundary Laplaian. Then the Chern-Gauss-Bonnet integral is supplemented by(0.7) �(M) = 14�2 ZM ( jW j28 +Q)dV + 14�2 Z�M (L4 + L5 + T )d�;where L4 = �13RijijLaa + RaNaNLbb � RaNbNLab + RabLaband L5 = �29LaaLbbL + LaaLbLb � LabLbLawhere i; j = 1; 2; 3; 4, a; b;  = 1; 2; 3, and N is the inward normal diretion. Inanalogy with the Weyl term, (L4 + L5)d� is a pointwise onformal invariant.2



Theorem [CQY℄. Suppose that e2wjdxj2 on R4 is a omplete metri with its Q-urvature absolutely integrable, and suppose that its salar urvature is nonnegativeat in�nity. Then(0.8) 1� 14�2 ZR4 Qe4wdx = limr!1 (vol(�Br(0))) 434(2�2) 13 vol(Br(0)) � 0:In this paper we extend this result to more general situations. First we loalizearguments in ([CQY℄) to an end orresponding to a punture and obtain:Theorem 1. Suppose (R4 nB; e2wjdxj2) is a omplete onformal metri with non-negative salar urvature at in�nity. If in additionZ jQjdV <1;then limr!1 (vol(�Br)) 434(2�2) 13 vol(Br nB) = 14�2 Z�B Te3w � 14�2 ZR4nB Qe4wdx:This formula makes it possible to extend the basi result (0.8) to allow the domainto have a �nite number of puntures.Corollary. Suppose that (M; g) is a omplete 4-manifold with only �nitely manyonformally at simple ends. And suppose that the salar urvature is nonnegativeat eah end, and the Q urvature is absolutely integrable. Then�(M)� 132�2 ZMfjW j2 + 8QgdvM = kXi=1 �i;where in the inverted oordinates entered at eah end,�i = limr!1 (vol(�Br)) 434(2�2) 13 vol(Br nB) :We refer to de�nition 1.1 in setion 1 for the de�nition of onformally at simpleend. We then use the Chern-Gauss-Bonnet formula to derive a ompati�ationriteria in analogy with Huber's two dimensional result.Theorem 2. Let (
 � S4; g = e2wg0) be a omplete onformal metri satisfyinga) The salar urvature is bounded between two positive onstants, and jrgRj isbounded,(b) The Rii urvature of the metri g has a lower bound,() the Paneitz urvature is absolutely integrable, i.e.Z
 jQjdvg <1:3



then 
 = S4 n fp1; :::; pkg.An essential ingredient in the above �niteness result is to view the boundaryintegral as measuring the growth of volume. The �niteness of the Q integral impliesa ontrol on the growth of volume, whih an only aommodate the growth of a�nite number of ends. As a onsequene we an lassify solutions of the equationQ = onstant in the followingCorollary. If (
 � S4; e2wg0) is a omplete onformal metri satisfying onditions(a) (b) () of Theorem 2 and in addition Q is onstant , then there are only twopossibilities:1. (
 � S4; e2wg0) = (S4; g0) orresponding to Q = 3;2. (
 � S4; e2wg0) = (R4 n f0g; jdxj2jxj2 ) orresponding to Q = 0.To provide a more general ontext for this result, we reall that in a study ofloally onformally at strutures with positive salar urvature, Shoen-Yau ([SY℄)proved that the holonomy over of suh manifolds an be onformally embeddedas domains into spheres with boundary of small Hausdor� dimension. Thus ourompati�ation riteria applies immediately to simply onneted manifolds forwhih the onditions (a) (b) and () hold. In fat, sine the argument loalizes toeah end, we an dispense with simple onnetivity assumption provided we arewilling to assume the natural notion of geometri �niteness in Kleinian groups. Foronveniene we will follow the terminology of ([Ra℄). Reall that a disrete groupof onformal transformations of the sphere also ats as hyperboli isometris on theinterior of the sphere. There is a notion of geometri �niteness of a Kleinian groupthat we will state more preisely in setion three. Thus we proveTheorem 3. Suppose (M4; g) is a loally onformally at omplete 4-manifoldsatisfying onditions (a), (b), () and (d) the holonomy representation of the fun-damental group � is a geometrially �nite Kleinian group without torsion; thenM = �M n fp1; :::; pkg where �M is a ompat loally onformally at 4-manifold.We outline the rest of the paper. In setion one we derive the generalized Chern-Gauss-Bonnet formula of Theorem 1 and its extensions to more general situationswhen we only require the ends be loally onformally at. In setion two we studythe simply onneted ase and prove Theorem 2 and its orollary. Finally in setionthree we extend the argument to the non-simply onneted situation and prove theompati�ation result in Theorem 3.Aknowledgment: Part of this work was done while Qing and Yang were visitingPrineton University. They would like to thank the Department of Mathematis atPrineton University for support and hospitality. We would also like to thank FengLuo and Peter Sarnak for their interest and informative onversation.x1. Chern-Gauss-Bonnet IntegralIn this setion, we will prove the generalized Chern-Gauss-Bonnet formula foromplete 4-manifolds with only a �nite number of onformally at simple ends.4



More preisely, we will establish Theorem 1.2 below, whih generalizes Finn's result[F℄ in two dimension. We �rst de�ne manifolds with onformally at simple ends.De�nition 1.1. Suppose that (M; g) is a omplete nonompat 4-manifold suhthat M = N[f k[i=1Eigwhere (N; g) is a ompat Riemannian manifold with boundary�N = k[i=1 �Ei;and eah Ei is a onformally at simple end of M ; that is:(Ei; g) = (R4 nB; e2wijdxj2);for some funtion wi, where B is the unit ball in R4. Then we say (M; g) is aomplete 4-manifold with a �nite number of onformally at simple ends.There are many examples of omplete 4-manifolds with only �nite number ofonformally at simple ends. For example those onstruted by Shoen [S℄ andMazzeo-Paard [MP℄ on the 4-sphere with a �nite number of points deleted andhaving a omplete, onformally at metri with onstant salar urvature. Anotherlarge set of examples is given by Theorem 3.1 in this paper{they inlude all loallyonformally at metris satisfying onditions (a), (b), () and (d) in the statementof Theorem 3.1. In this setion, we will prove the following result:Theorem 1.2. Suppose that (M; g) is a omplete 4-manifold with �nite number ofonformally at simple ends. And suppose that(a) The salar urvature is non-negative at in�nity at eah end.() Its Q urvature is integrable; that isZM jQjdvM <1:Then �(M)� 132�2 ZMfjW j2 + 8QgdvM = kXi=1 �i; (1.1)where �i = limr!1 (R�Br(0) e3wid�(x)) 434(2�2) 13 RBr(0)nB e4widx: (1.2)5



Corollary 1.3. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1.2 we have in partiular�(M) � 132�2 ZM (jW j2 + 8Q)dvM : (1.3)Combining the result in Corollary 1.3 and Theorem 3.1 in setion 3, we have thefollowing result.Corollary 1.4. Suppose (M; g) is a loally onformally at 4-manifolds whih sat-is�es onditions (a),(b),() and (d) as in the statement of Theorem 3.1; then (M; g)is onformally equivalent to ( �M n fpigki=1; e2wjdxj2) where �M is a ompat loallyonformally at 4-manifold and onlusions (1.1), (1.2) hold.The proof we shall present below is a modi�ation and sharpened version of theproof in [CQY℄. Thus we will sometimes refer to [CQY℄ for some analyti details.There are three main steps in the proof. First we will establish the theorem (inProposition 1.6) for manifold with a simple end whih has an axis of symmetry. Wethen establish the theorem for metri with a \normal" end (as de�ned in de�nition1.7 below) in Proposition 1.11 by omparing the metri with its averaged metriwhih is rotationally symmetri; �nally we prove in Proposition 1.12 that under theassumptions (a) and () of Theorem 1.2, the metri is \normal".To start with, onsider a Riemannian manifold E = (R4nB; e2wjdxj2), where B isthe unit ball entered at the origin in R4, with w a radial funtion on R4nB. We as-sume that the Paneitz urvatureQ is absolutely integrable onE, i.e.RR4nB jQje4wdx <1: In ylindrial oordinates jxj = r = et, we have( �2�t2 � 2 ��t)( �2�t2 + 2 ��t )v = 2Qe4v; 0 � t <1; (1.4)where v = w + t.For onveniene, we denote 2Qe4v by F . Equation (1.4) is equivalent to thefollowing ODE v0000 � 4v00 = F; 0 � t <1 (1.5)with initial onditions v(0); v0(0); v00(0); v000(0) given, where R10 jF jdt <1. By themethod of variation of oeÆients we �rst obtain one partiular solution f to (1.5)as follows: denote f 00 = C(t)e�2t, then C(t) satis�esC 00(t)� 4C 0(t) = F (t)e2t;or equivalently (C 0(t)e4t)0 = F (t)e�2t:Thus we an solve for C(t) as:C(t) = � Z t�1 e4x Z 1x F (y)e�2ydydx= �14e4t Z 1t F (x)e�2xdx� 14 Z t�1 F (x)e2xdx: (1.6)6



Therefore f 00(t) = �14e2t Z 1t F (x)e�2xdx� 14e�2t Z t0 F (x)e2xdx; (1.7)and f 0(t) = 18fe�2t Z t0 F (x)e2xdx� e2t Z 1t F (x)e�2xdx+ Z 1t F (x)dx� Z t0 F (x)dxg: (1.8)One may determine f by hoosing f(0) = 0. In generalv(t) = 0 + 1t+ 2e�2t + 3e2t + f(t) (1.9)for some onstants 0; 1; 2; 3 depending on the given initial data of v.The following simple fats are proved in [CQY-Lemma 2.1-2.5℄.Lemma 1.5. limt!1 e�2t Z t0 F (x)e2xdx = 0: (1.10)limt!1 f 0(t) = �18 Z 1�1 F (x)dxlimt!1 f 00(t) = 0limt!1 f 000(t) = 0: (1.11)Suppose, in addition, that either the salar urvature is nonnegative at in�nity orv00(t) = O(1) as t!1. Then 3 = 0.Thus we may onlude,Proposition 1.6. Suppose that w is a radial funtion on R4 n B and e2wjdxj2is a metri omplete at in�nity with RR4nB jQje4w < 1 and its salar urvaturenonnegative at in�nity. Thenlimt!1 v0(t) = 14�2 Z�B Te3w � 18�2 ZR4nB 2Qe4w � 0: (1.12)Moreover, we havelimr!1 (vol(�Br)) 434(2�2) 13 vol(Br nB) = 14�2 Z�B Te3w � 18�2 ZR4nB 2Qe4w: (1.13)Proof. Under the assumptions, we havev(t) = 0 + 1t+ 2e�2t + f(t): (1.14)7



Thus, by Lemma 1.5, we havelimt!1 v000(t) = limt!1 f 000(t) = 0:On the other hand, the Chern-Gauss-Bonnet formula says:18�2 Z0�t�s 2Qe4v + 14�2 Zt=s Te3v � 14�2 Zt=0 Te3v = 0; (1.15)where, as de�ned in [CQ, remark 3.1℄, in the speial ase of the standard S3� [0; s℄,we have Te3v = P3v = �12v000 + 2v0: (1.16)Therefore� 18�2 Z0�t�s 2Qe4v = 14(�v000(s) + 4v0(s))� 14�2 Zt=0 Te3v: (1.17)Thus, limt!1 v0(t) = 14�2 Z�B Te3w � 18�2 ZR4nB 2Qe4w:From the ompleteness of e2wg0 at in�nity, we then onlude that limt!1 v0(t) � 0.To see (1.13), we write V3(r) = vol(�Br) = Z�Br e3w(r)d�;and V4(r) = vol(Br nB) = Z r1 Z�Bs e4w(s)d�ds:If the limit limt!1 v0(t) is stritly positive, then both V4(r) and V3(r) tend toin�nity as r tends to in�nity; then by L'Hospital's rule we have:limr!1 V 433V4 = limr!1 4j�Bj 43 r3e4w(rw0 + 1)j�Bjr3e4w= 4j�Bj 13 limt!1 v0(t);thus (1.13) holds. On the other hand, if limt!1 v0(t) = 0 and limr!1 V4(r) is�nite, then limt!1 e4v = 0. Hene limr!1 V3(r) = 0. (1.13) still holds. We havethus �nished the proof of the proposition.We now restrit our attention to the study of a general onformally at simpleend, namely, E = (R4 n B; e2wjdxj2) where w is a smooth funtion on R4 n B.Following Finn [F℄ we de�ne the notion of a normal metri. We will show that, fora omplete normal metri on R4 nB, Proposition 1.6 still holds.Suppose that e2wjdxj2 is a metri on R4 nB with its Paneitz urvature Q abso-lutely integrable on (R4 nB; e2wg0), i.e. ondition () holds.8



De�nition 1.7. A onformal metri e2wjdxj2 satisfying ondition () is said to benormal on E = (R4 nB; e2wg0) ifw(x) = 18�2 ZR4nB log jyjjx� yj2Q(y)e4w(y)dy + � log jxj+ h(x) (1.18)where � is some onstant and h( xjxj2 ) is some biharmoni funtion on B.Observe that in general if we all the integral in (1.18) the potential of �2w, itdi�ers from w by a biharmoni funtion. Thus the normal ondition is meant toontrol the growth of the di�erene between w and the potential of �2w.We will show later in this setion that a fairly large lass of metris on E arenormal in partiular those satis�es ondition () and the ondition that the salarurvature is nonnegative at in�nity We ompare a normal metri to its logarithmiaverage over spheres. The following is a key tehnial lemma omparing the growthof V3(r) and V4(r) of a normal metri to those of its averaged metri. Sine Lemma1.8 below an be proved following the same outline as the orresponding lemma:Lemma 3.1 in [CQY℄, we will skip its proof here.Lemma 1.8. Suppose that the metri e2wjdxj2 on R4nB is a normal metri. ThenV3(r) = j�Br(0)je3 �w(r) � eo(1) (1.19)and ddrV4(r) = j�Br(0)je4 �w(r) � eo(1); (1.20)where �w(r) = 1j�Br(0)j R�Br(0)w(y)d�(y), and o(1) ! 0 as jxj ! 1.Next we disuss the metri e2 �wjdxj2 on R4nB, where �w(r) = 1j�Br(0)j R�Br(0) wd�.For onveniene, we will use the ylindrial oordinates again. Denote by �E =(S3 � [0;1); e2�vg) = (R4 n B; e2 �wjdxj2) (where g is the standard metri of theylinder S3 � R1), then, �v satis�es�v0000 � 4�v00 = 1j�Br(0)j Z�Br(0) 2Qe4wd�(y)e4t = F (t); 0 � t <1with Z 10 jF (t)jdt = 1jS3j ZR4nB 2jQje4wdx <1:Lemma 1.9. Suppose that (R4 n B; e2wjdxj2) is a omplete normal metri. Thenits averaged metri (R4 nB; e2 �wjdxj2) is also a omplete metri.Proof. This is basially a onsequene of Lemma 1.8. Using the argument of Lemma1.8 we have 1jS3j ZS3 ew(r�)d� = e �w(r) � eo(1);where o(1) ! 0 as r!1. Hene1jS3j ZS3 Z r1r0 ew(r�)drd� = Z r1r0 1jS3j ZS3 ew(r�)d� dr = Z r1r0 e �w(r) � eo(1) dr;whih proves the Lemma. 9



Lemma 1.10. Suppose that (R4 nB; e2wjdxj2) is a normal metri. Thenj� �w(r)j � Cr2 : (1.21)Proof. We ompute� �w(r) = � 1jS3j ZS3 w(r�)d� = 1jS3j ZS3 �w(x) d�(x):Sine the metri is normal,� �w(r) = 18�2 ZR4nBf 1jS3j ZS3 1jx� yj2 d�(x)g2Q(y)e4w(y)dy + 2� 1jxj2 + �h:Following Finn in [F℄, we have1jS3j ZS3 1jr� � yj2 d� = 8>><>>: 1r2 if jyj < r1jyj2 if jyj > r (1.22)sine 1jx�yj2 is the Green's funtion in 4-D. We also observe that limr!1 �h =�h(1) = 0, hene j� �w(r)j � 14�2r2 ZR4nB jQje4wdy + 2� 1r2 :This proves the lemma.Proposition 1.11. Suppose that (R4 n B; e2wjdxj2) is a omplete normal metri.Then limr!1 (R�Br(0) e3wd�(x)) 434(2�2) 13 RBr(0)nB e4wdx = 14�2 Z�B Te3w � 14�2 ZR4nB Qe4wdx � 0:Proof. Write the metri e2 �w(r)jdxj2 in ylindrial oordinates (S3� [1;1); e2�vg) =(R4 nB; e2 �wg0). Then Proposition 1.6 giveslimt!1 �v0(t) = 14�2 Z�B �Te3 �w � 14�2 ZR4nB �Qe4 �wdx � 0;where we have used Lemma 1.8 and Lemma 1.9. Notie that2 �Qe4 �w(r) = 1j�Br(0)j Z�Br(0) �2 �w = 1j�Br(0)j Z�Br(0) �2w = 2j�Br(0)j Z�Br(0)Qe4w;10



whih implies 18�2 ZR4nB �Qe4 �wdx = 18�2 ZR4nB Qe4wdx;and that �Te3 �w = P3 �w = P3w = 1j�Br(0)j Z�Br(0) Te3w;whih implies 14�2 Z�B �Te3 �w = 14�2 Z�B Te3w:Therefore we may apply Lemma 1.8 and getlimr!1 (R�Br(0) e3wd�(x)) 43RBr(0)nB e4wdx = limr!1 jS3j 43 e4 �wr4V4(r) :Aording to (1.20) in Lemma 1.8, the volume of the ylindrial shell Br(0) n Bis bounded in the metri e2wjdxj2 if and only if it is bounded in the averagedmetri e2 �w(r)jdxj2. Thus we may apply argument similar to the proof at the end ofProposition 1.6 to �nish the proof of Proposition 1.11 here.Proposition 1.12. Suppose that the Paneitz urvature Q of (R4 n B; e2wjdxj2) isabsolutely integrable in (R4 n B; e2wjdxj2), and that its salar urvature is nonneg-ative at in�nity. Then it is a normal metri.Proof. Let �(x) = 34�2 ZR4nB log jyjjx� yj2Qe4wdy (1.24)and  = w � �. We will show that the biharmoni funtion  on R4 n B is of theform � log jxj+ h(x) for some onstant � and some biharmoni funtion h( xjxj2 ) onB. Reall the transform formula for the salar urvature funtion�w + jrwj2 = �Je2wwhere J = fra16R:And notie that � is a harmoni funtion on R4 nB. Thus� (x0) = 1j�Br(x0)j Z�Br(x0) � d�=� 1j�Br(x0)j Z�Br(x0)(jrwj2 + J)d� � 1j�Br(x0)j Z�Br(x0) ��d� (1.25)as long as Br(x0) � R4 n B. The �rst term on the right of (1.25) is ertainlynonpositive sine J � 0 when jx0j is large enough. For the seond term, we haveZ�Br(x0) ��d� = 32�2 ZR4nBf 1jS3j ZS3 1jr� + x0 � yj2 d�g2Q(y)e4w(y)dy:� 32�2r2 ZR4nB 2jQje4wdy:11



Therefore, taking r = 12 jx0j for jx0j > 2, for instane, we have, for any x0 2 R4 nB,� (x0) � Cjx0j2for some onstant C depending on  . Thus�( + C2 log jxj) � 0:So, if we set g(x) = � � C2 log jxj, then, �g( xjxj2 ) � 0 and is harmoni on B n f0g.By Bôher's theorem (Theorem 3.9 in [ABR℄), we have�g( xjxj2 ) = � 1jxj2 + b(x);for some positive onstant � and some harmoni funtion b(x) on B. Hene g( xjxj2 )+12� log j xjxj2 j is a biharmoni funtion on B. De�ne h(x) =  + C2 log jxj � 12� log jxj,h( xjxj2 ) is biharmoni on B and (x) = 12(� � C) log jxj+ h(x) on R4 nB:We have thus �nished the proof of the Proposition.We ombine the results in Proposition 1.7, Proposition 1.11 and Proposition 1.12to onlude:Corollary 1.12. Suppose that (R4 n B; e2wjdxj2) is a omplete metri with itsPaneitz urvature absolutely integrable in (R4 n B; e2wjdxj2), and that its salarurvature is nonnegative at in�nity. Thenlimr!1 (R�Br(0) e3wd�(x)) 434(2�2) 13 RBr(0)nB e4wdx = 14�2 Z�B Te3u � 14�2 ZR4nB Qe4udx � 0:Proof of Theorem 1.2. Suppose M = N[f k[i=1Eigwhere (N; g) is a ompat Riemannian manifold with boundary�N = k[i=1 �Ei:12



Reall the Chern-Gauss-Bonnet formula on the ompat manifold N�(N) = 132�2 ZN (jW j2 + 8Q)dvN + kXi=1 14�2 Z�Ei(L+ T )d�N :Sine eah end Ei is onformal to R4 n B, we have Lj�Ei = 0 (see [CQ℄). Then,apply Corollary 1.12 to eah end, we obtain14�2 Z�Ei Td� = �i + 132�2 ZEi 8QdvM : (1.26)We also observe that the Weyl urvature W vanishes on eah end Ei, thus from(1.26) we have �(M) = �(N) = 132�2 ZM (jW j2 + 8Q)dvM + kXi=1 �i:This establishes (1.1). (1.2) is also a diret onsequene of Corollary 1.13. We havethus �nished the proof of the theorem.x2. Simply onneted aseIn this setion, we will prove the following:Theorem 2.1. Suppose that M is a a subdomain in S4 and g = �2g is a ompleteonformal metri on M , where g is the standard metri on S4; satisfying:(a) The salar urvature is bounded between two positive onstants, and jrgRj isbounded,(b) The Rii urvature of the metri g has a lower bound,() the Paneitz urvature is absolutely integrable, i.e.ZM jQjdvg <1:Then M = S4 n fpigki=1.It is easy to produe a large number of suh metris. The basi example isthe in�nite ylinder (R � S3; dt2 + d�2) whih is onformally equivalent to (R4 nf0g; jdxj2). The ylinder metri has R = 6; jRij2 = 12; Q = 0. Thus given adomain 
 = S4 n fpigki=1, one simply glues the ylinder metris on B�r(pi) n fpig tothe spherial metri on S4 nSBr(pi). To make the salar urvature positive overthe glueing regions Br(pi) nB�r(pi), one has to take � suÆiently small.We remark that given any simply onneted, loally onformally at, ompletemanifold M of dimension n � 3, there always exists an immersion � : M !Sn suh that the loally onformally at struture of M is indued by �. Thisimmersion � is alled the developing map of M . Under the further assumptionthat the salar urvature is positive, Shoen-Yau proved that the developing mapis injetive. Therefore, any suh manifold an be onsidered as a subdomain of Snwith a omplete metri g = � 4n�2 g where g is the standard metri on the sphereSn. Combining this result with Theorem 2.1 above, we obtain:13



Corollary 2.2. SupposeM is a simply onneted, loally onformally at, omplete4-manifold satisfying onditions (a), (b) and () as in the statement of Theorem 1.1above, then M is onformally equivalent to S4 n fpigki=1.In the remainder of the setion, we will prove Theorem 2.1. Suppose M is asubdomain of Sn, for onveniene, we hoose a point P in M and use stereographiprojetion whih maps Sn to Rn and P to in�nity; then we may identify M asM = (
; u 4n�2 jdxj2), where 
 � Rn and jdxj2 is the standard metri of Rn. In thefollowing we will estimate the size of the onformal fator u(x) for x 2 
 in termsof the Eulidean distane d(x) = distane(x; �
). First we have the following lowerbound estimate from ( [SY, Theorem 2.12, Chapter VI℄):Lemma 2.3. Suppose M = (
; g = u 4n�2 jdxj2), where 
 � Rn; and suppose(a) jRj and jrgRj both bounded,(b) the Rii urvature has a lower bound.Then there exists a onstant C > 0 suh thatu(x) � Cd(x)�n�22 for all x 2 
 : (2.1)We remark that in the statement of Theorem 2.12, Chapter VI in [SY℄, a strongerassumption that M has bounded urvature is listed for the above result. But it islear from the proof (e.g. applying method of gradient estimate), that assumptions(a) and (b) are suÆient for the onlusion.In the ase when M = (
; u2jdxj2) where 
 � R4 and satis�es the assumptions(a) and () in Theorem 1.1, we an also establish the upper bound of u in terms ofthe distane funtion d.Lemma 2.4. Suppose M = (
; u2jdxj2) is a omplete manifold suh that(a) its salar urvature R satis�es 0 < R0 � R � R1 and jrRjg � �C, whereR0; R1; �C are onstants, and() R
 jQju4dx <1.Then there exists some onstant C so thatu(x) � Cd(x)�1 for all x 2 
: (2.2)Our proof of the lemma uses a blow-up argument whih was used by Shoen toobtain the upper bound for onformal metris with onstant salar urvature. Thuswhat we have done here is to replae the onstant salar urvature ondition by theintegral bound of the Paneitz urvature and the ondition (a).The proof we give below for Lemma 2.4 depends on the following simple result,whih is a speial ase of Theorem 4.1 in [CQY℄. We present the proof here to makethe paper self-ontained.Lemma 2.5. On (R4; u2jdxj2), the only metri with Q � 0 and R � 0 at in�nityis isometri to (R4; jdxj2).Proof of Lemma 2.5. Reall the transformation formula for the salar urvature14



�w + jrwj2 = �Je2w (2.3)where J = R6 and R is the salar urvature for the metri (R4; e2wjdxj2). Notiethat when Q � 0, then (�)2w = Qe4w = 0, thus �w is a harmoni funtion , hene�w(x0) = 1j�Br(x0)j Z�Br(x0) �wd�=� 1j�Br(x0)j Z�Br(x0)(jrwj2 + J)d�:Thus by our assumption that J is non-negative, we have by taking r !1, for eahx0 2 R4, �w(x0) � 0:Applying the Liouville theorem for bounded harmoni funtions to �w we onlude�w = 0. It follows that any partial derivative of w is harmoni, i.e.�wxi = 0:Apply the mean value theorem again, we havejwxi(x0)j2 = j 1j�Br(x0)j Z�Br(x0)wxid�j2 � 1j�Br(x0)j Z�Br(x0) jrwj2d�:But from (2.3) above we have jrwj2 = �C0 � Je2w;hene we onlude similarly as before that for eah x0 2 R4,jwxi(x0)j2 � �C0:Hene all partial derivatives of w are onstants. It follows that �w � C0 � 0.Hene all partial derivatives of w vanish. Thus w is a onstant.Proof of Lemma 2.4. Assume (2.2) does not hold, then there exists a sequene ofpoints xi in 
 with d(xi) ! 0, andu(xi)d(xi) = Ai !1; as i!1:By passing to a subsequene of xi, we may also assume that B(xi; 12d(xi)) aredisjoint and it follows from our assumption () on the integrability of the Paneitzurvature Q that ZB(xi; 12d(xi)) jQju4dx! 0; as i!1: (2.4)15



We will now re-sale u at eah point xi. To do so, at eah point xi, denote �i =12d(xi) and de�ne fi(y) = (�i � d(y; xi))u(y):Then fi(xi) = �iu(xi) = 12Ai, and fi(y) = 0 for all y 2 �B(xi; �i). Thus thereexists some point yi in B(xi; �i) for whihf(yi) = maxff(x) : x 2 B(xi; �i)g:We let �i = u(yi);and set vi(x) = ��1i u(��1i x+ yi):Denote ri = 12(�i � d(xi; yi)) and Ri = riu(yi); then x 2 B(0; Ri) if and only ifthe orresponding point y de�ned as y = ��1i x + yi is in B(xi; ri). We laim thefollowing properties (2.5) to (2.7) hold for vi:vi(0) = ��1i u(yi) = 1; (2.5)0 < vi(x) � 2 for x 2 B(0; Ri); and Ri !1 as i!1; (2.6)and ��vi = Jiv3i ; with jrJi(x)j uniformly bounded for x 2 B(0; Ri); (2.7)where Ji(x) = J(��1i x+ yi).To verify (2.6), �rst we have 2Ri = (�i � d(xi; yi))u(yi) � �iu(xi) = 12Ai ! 1as i!1 by the maximality of the hoie of yi and (2.3). Furthermore we have fory = ��1i x+ yi vi(x) = u(y)u(yi) = u(y)(�i � d(y; xi))u(yi)(�i � d(y; xi))� u(yi)(�i � d(yi; xi))u(yi)(�i � ri)� �i�i � ri � 2 for x 2 B(0; Ri):The equation in (2.7) is a diret re-saling of the salar urvature equation of themetri g = u2jdxj2. The gradient estimate of Ji follows from our assumption (a) onthe gradient bound of R with respet to g and (2.6); we may see this as:jrxJi(x)j = jrx(J(��1i x+ yi))j = j��1i ryJ(y)j � �C6 ��1i u(y) � �C3 ;where y = ��1i x+ yi.It follows from (2.7) that, by taking subsequene if neessary, we haveJi ! J1 in C�lo(R4)16



for some J1 2 C�(R4) and J1 � 16R0 > 0. Hene some subsequene of vi onvergesuniformly on ompat in C1;�(R4). Thus it follows from (2.7) that by taking anothersubsequene, we also have vi ! u1 in C2;�lo (R4) (2.8)where u1 2 C2;�(R4), u1(0) = 1, and��u1 = J1u31 in R4: (2.9)By the maximum priniple we know that u1(x) > 0 for all x 2 R4, whih impliesthat, if we let wi = log vi and w1 = logu1, and passing to a subsequene we havewi ! w1 in C2;�lo (R4): (2.10)We now laim that �2w1 = 0 in R4: (2.11)To see this, for any � 2 C1(R4) with ompat support, we havej Z �w1��j = j limi!1 Z �wi��j= j limi!1 Z �2wi�j� C� limi!1 ZK j�2wij where K is the support of �� C� limi!1 ZKi j�2wj where Ki = fy : y � yi 2 ��1i Kg� C� limi!1 ZKi 2jQje4w= 0:
(2.12)

for any � 2 C1(R4) with ompat support. The last step in above argument followsfrom (2.4), whih is a onsequene of our assumption () in the Lemma.Hene we have u1; w1 2 C1(R4), and the metri u12jdxj2 is a metri on R4with Q � 0 and R � 0. It then follows from Lemma 2.5 that u1 is a onstantfuntion, in ontradition with equation (2.9). We have thus �nished the proof ofLemma 2.4.We will now estimate the size of the integral of Q over suitable subset of 
 interms of the integral of the boundary urvature T (as de�ned in the introdution)via the Chern-Gauss-Bonnet formula. It will be advantegeous to onsider domainsformed by level sets of the onformal fator u = ew. We will derive a formula forthe boundary integral. We onsider M = (
; u2jdxj2) where 
 � R4, and denotethe level set for the onformal fator u = ew byU� = fx : 1 � u � �g; and S� = fx : u = �g: (2.13)Also, �n denotes the normal derivative (hosen so that �w�n � 0) .17



Lemma 2.6. Suppose that M = (
; u2g0) is a omplete Riemannian manifold.Then on the level set S� where � is a regular value for u, we have:� ZS� �n�wd� =� dd� �ZS�(�nw)3d� + ZS� J�nwe2wd� + 2 ZU� J jruj2dx�+ ZS�(�nw)3d� + ZS� J2 e4w�nwd�: (2.14)Proof. Observe that in terms of w = logu, the salar urvature equation beomes�w + jrwj2 = �Je2was in (2.3). Thus when restrited to the set S�, we have�n�nw +H�nw + (�nw)2 = �Je2w; (2.15)where H is the mean urvature on S�.To alulate the derivative dd� RS� fd� we use the �rst variation formula �nd� =Hd�, and the hain rule dd� = 1ew�nw�n. Thusdd� ZS� fd� = ZS� dfd�d� + ZS� few�nwHd�:In partiular we havedd� ZS�(�nw)3ewd� =3 ZS� �nw�n�nwd� + ZS�(�nw)3d� + ZS�(�nw)2Hd�=2 ZS� �nw�n�nwd� � ZS� J(�nw)e2wd�: (2.16)On the other hand,� ZS� �n�wd� = ZS� �n((�nw)2 + Je2w)d�= 2 ZS� �nw�n�nwd� + ZS�(�nJ)e2wd� + 2 ZS� J(�nw)e2wd�:(2.17)Combine (2.16) and (2.17), we obtain� ZS� �n�wd� = dd� ZS�(�nw)3ewd� + 3 ZS� J(�nw)e2wd� + ZS�(�nJ)e2wd�:(2.18)18



Next we omputedd� ZS� J(�nw)e3wd� = ZS�(�nJ)e2wd� + ZS� J �n�nw�nw e2wd�+3 ZS� J(�nw)e2wd� + ZS� Je2wHd�= ZS� �nJe2wd� � ZS� J2 e4w�nwd� + 2 ZS� J(�nw)e2wd�:(2.19)Thus � ZS� �n�wd� = dd� ZS�(�nw)3ewd� + dd� ZS� J(�nw)e3wd�+ ZS� J(�nw)e2wd� + ZS� J2 e4w�nwd�: (2.20)Or, equivalently, sine ew = �,� ZS� �n�wd� = � dd� �ZS�(�nw)3d� + ZS� J(�nw)e2wd��+ ZS�(�nw)3d� + 2 ZS� J(�nw)e2wd� + ZS� J2 e4w�nwd�: (2.21)Finally we notie that by the o-area formula, we haveZS� J(�nw)e2wd� = � ZS� J jrujd� = � dd� ZU� J jruj2dx: (2.22)Substituting (2.22) to (2.21), we obtain (2.14) and �nish the proof of the lemma.We now state a simple overing lemma whih we will use later in the proof ofTheorem 2.1.Lemma 2.7. Suppose that � is a ompat subset of R4 . Thenjfx : dist(x;�) = sgj � 8<: Ns3; for any N > 0 if dim(�) = 0 and H0(�) = 1Cs3��; for � = 34� if dim(�) = � > 0: (2.23)Where dim(�) denotes the Hausdor� dimension of the set �, and H� denotes theHausdor� � measure of the set.Proof. By a standard overing lemma, we have K = K(r) balls B(zi; r) overing for� suh that B(zi; 15r) \B(zj ; 15r) = ; for i 6= j. And by the de�nition of Hausdor�measure we also know CKr� � H�(�):19



Now notie that [i B(zi; 15r) � fx : dist(x;�) � rg:we therefore have jfx : dist(x;�) � rgj � CKr4 � CH�(�)r4��;whih, by the isoperimetri inequality, impliesjfx : dist(x;�) = rgj � C(H�(�)) 34 r3� 34�:This is easily seen to imply (2.23). So we have proved the lemma.Proof of Theorem 2.1. We identify (M; g) as (
; u2jdxj2) for some subset 
 of R4 asbefore. Notie that all ends of M is in bounded region inside 
. Apply integrationby parts, we getZU� 2Qe4wdx = ZU� �2wdx = � ZS1 �n�wd� + ZS� �n�wd�: (2.24)Apply formula (2.15) in Lemma 2.4, we obtain� ZU� 2Qe4wdx� ZS1 �n�wd�=� ZS� �n�wd�=� dd�� ZS�(�nw)3d� + ZS� J(�nw)e2wd� + 2 ZU� J jruj2dx�+ ZS�(�nw)3d� + ZS� J2 e4w�nwd��� dd�V (�);
(2.25)

where V (�) is de�ned as:V (�) = ZS�(�nw)3d� + ZS� J(�nw)e2wd� + 2 ZU� J jruj2dx: (2.26)We reall the salar urvature equation��u = Ju3 in 
:Thus ZU� J jruj2dx � J0 ZU� jruj2dx� J0(ZU� Ju4dx� ZS1 u�nud� + ZS� u�nud�)� J20 ZU� u4dx; (2.27)20



where J � J0 > 0 as assumed in (a). Consequently,V (�) � 2J20 ZU� u4dx: (2.28)To estimate the growth of V we use the lower and upper estimates of the onformalfator u as in Lemma 2.3 and Lemma 2.4; thus we may replae the region U� byD� = fx : C1 � d(x; �
) � C2��1g � U�: (2.29)Therefore we have V (�) � ZD� u4 = Z C1C2� Zfx:d(x;�
)=sg u4d�dsby the o-area formula. HeneV (�) � C Z C1C2� jfx : d(x; �
) = sgjs�4ds: (2.30)We now estimate the size of the set �
 by Lemma 2.7. In the ase dim(�
)= � ispositive, we have from (2.23) and (2.30) thatV (�) � C� (( �C2 )� � 1C�1 ); (2.31)for � = 34� whih is positive. In the ase when dim(�
) is zero, we have either thezero Hausdor� measure of the set (i.e. number of points in the set) is �nite; thenwe have proved the theorem; or we havejfx : d(x; �
) = sgj � Ns3 (2.32)for any number N > 0. HeneV (�) � N Z C1C2� 1sds = N log �� C: (2.33)In either ase of (2.31) or (2.33), we onlude that there exists at least a sequeneof �i ! 1 as i ! 1 suh that �i are all regular values (due to Sard's theorem)and �i dd�V (�i) � N (2.34)for any number N > 0. But in view of the equality (2.25), this ontradits withour assumption () that Q is integrable. We have thus �nished the proof of thetheorem. 21



Corollary 2.7. If (
 � S4; e2wg0) is a omplete onformal metri satisfying (a)(b) and () and in addition Q is a onstant, then: either1. (
 � S4; e2wg0) = (S4; g0); or2. (
 � S4; e2wg0) = (R4 n f0g; jdxj2jxj2 ).Proof of Corollary 2.3: Aording to Theorems 1 and 2, 
 = S4 nfp1; :::; pkg; andif k � 1 the inequality (2.1) shows that the metri has in�nite volume. Thus in asek = 0, the standard metri on S4 is the unique solution of the equation Q = 3 upto onformal transformations. In ase k � 1 we must have Q = 0. Hene the eulernumber an only have two possibilities: � = 1 or � = 0. In the former we have 
is onformally R4, then the metri must be standard aording to Lemma 2.5, butthe salar urvature is zero hene this ase annot our. The remaining possibilityis the ase � = 0 so that 
 is onformally R4 n f0g, and Q = 0. To determine themetri e2wjdxj2, we use Proposition 1.12 to onlude that w is of the formw(x) = �logjxj+ h(x); for jxj > 1where h is a biharmoni funtion whih extends over in�nity and � � �1 due toompleteness of the metri. On the other hand in the puntured ball we havew(x) = ��logjxj+ k(x); for jxj < 1where k is a biharmoni funtion on jxj < 1 and � � 1 due to the ompletenessrequirement. On the other hand the generalized Chern-Gauss-Bonnet formula (0.7)requires �+ � � 0. Hene � = �1; � = 1 and we onlude that h = k = onstant,and therefore e2wjdxj2 = jdxj2jxj2 up to a homothety as laimed.x3. Non-simply onneted manifoldsIn this setion we will prove Theorem 3.1. The main idea is to loalize theargument in the proof of Theorem 2.1 in the previous setion and appeal to somewell known elementary fats in the theory of Kleinian groups. Suppose (M; g) is aloally onformally at manifold with positive salar urvature, then by the resultof Shoen-Yau, the universal over ~M an be embedded as a domain in the 4-sphere. Hene the fundamental group � ats on S4 as a disrete group of onformaltransformations with a domain of disontinuity 
(�) whih ontains ~M . (Here asin the rest of this setion, we refer to [Ra℄ for standard notations and de�nitionsof Kleinian groups.) The limit set L onsists of aumulation points of orbits of�. The disrete group � also ats as hyperboli isometris on the interior B ofS4. We reall the following de�nitions of limit points. A point p 2 S4 is alled aonial limit point of the group � if there is a point x 2 B, a sequene fgig � �,a hyperboli ray  in B ending at p and a positive number r suh that fgi(x)gonverges to p within hyperboli distane r from the geodesi . A point p is ausped limit point of a disrete group � if it is a �xed point of a paraboli elementof � that has a usped region. To explain the notion of a usped region, we identifyS4 as R4 and onjugate the point p to in�nity in the upper half spae R5+ in R5 ,22



and onsider the stabilizer �1 of 1. �1 is a disrete subgroup of isometris of R4of rank 0 < m � 4. Let E be the maximal �1-invariant subspae suh that E=�1is ompat. Denote by N a neighborhood of E in R5+ and set U = �R5+ n �N . ThenU is an open �1 invariant subset of �R5+ . The set U is said to be a usped regionfor � based at 1 if and only if for all g in � n �1, we have U \ gU = ;.De�nition. A onvex polyhedron P in the hyperboli spae is alled geometrially�nite if and only if for eah point x 2 �P \ S4 there is an open Eulidean neigh-borhood of x that only meets the faes of P inident with x. A disrete group ofonformal transformations of S4 is alled geometrially �nite if and only if � has ageometrially �nite onvex fundamental polyhedra.An important aspet of geometrially �nite Kleinian groups is that its limit setonsists only of onial limit points and usped limit points ([Ra℄, Theorem 12.3.5,p.512) Now we are ready to state and prove our main theorem in this setion.Theorem 3.1. Suppose M is a loally onformally at omplete 4-manifold whihsatis�es:(a) The salar urvature is bounded between two positive onstants, and jrgRj isbounded,(b) The Rii urvature has a lower bound ,() The Paneitz urvature is absolutely integrable, i.e.ZM jQjdvg <1;(d) The fundamental group of M ating as dek transformation group is a geomet-rially �nite Kleinian group without torsion.Then M = �M n fpigki=1 where �M is ompat manifold with a loally onformallyat struture.Remarks1. It is worthwhile to point out that �M is sometimes alled the onformal om-pati�ation of M .2. Suppose M satis�es all assumptions in Theorem 3.1 exept its fundamentalgroup being torsion free. Instead, its fundamental group has a �nite index subgroupwithout torsion. Then, by passing to a �nite overing M 0 of M , we may apply The-orem 3.1 to M 0. For example, we have Selberg's lemma ([Ra, p. 327℄) whih statesthat any �nitely generated disrete matrix group ontains a �nite index subgroupwithout torsion. So, in the ases when the fundamental group of M is �nitely gen-erated then Theorem 3.1 applies to the torsion free subgroup, this means that theends are onformally the quotient of puntured 4-ball.Proof of Theorem 3.1. Denote � : ~M ,! S4� : #M23



where � is the developing map from the universal overing ~M of M into S4, whihis an embedding. The holonomy representation � of the fundamental group of Mthen beomes a Kleinian group in the onformal transformation group of S4, whihis assumed to be geometrially �nite and torsion free. Let 
 = �( ~M). Clearly anypoint in 
 is a ordinary point for �, that is 
 � 
(�): the domain of disontinuityof �. We are interested in the set �
 = S4 n 
. If M is ompat, then �
 = L(�)is the set of all limit points of � and 
 = 
(�), therefore M = 
(�)=�. But, in ourase, we have �
 = (�
 \ 
(�))[L(�);and L(�) onsists of only onial limit points and usped limit points. We laim:Claim 1. Every point in �
 \ 
(�) is an isolated point in S4, andClaim 2. There is no usped limit points exept possibly usped limit points ofrank four in whih ase the losure of the fundamental region for the usp does notmeet the limit set.First we apply the proof of Theorem 2.1 in previous setion to prove Claim 1.Aording to Theorem 2.9 and Theorem 2.11 in Chapter VI of [SY℄, dim(�
) �d(M) < 1, hene is a totally disonneted set (f Lemma 4.1, Chapter 4 in [Fa℄ ).Therefore, for any x 2 �
 \ 
(�), there exists a ball B(r; x) suh that B(r; x)TB(r; x) = ; for all  2 � and � �B(r; x)T�
 = ;. Sine the Q urvature is abso-lutely integrable over 
\B(r; x), we an restrit the onformal metri to B(r; x)\
and apply the argument in the proof of Theorem 2.1 to onlude that �
\B(r; x)onsists of at most �nite number of points inluding x, thus in partiular x is anisolated boundary point.To prove Claim 2, we reall, from the de�nition of the usped limit points, ausped limit point p is a �xed point of a paraboli element p in � and there is ausped region U for � based at p. The usped region based at p restrited to the4-sphere gives a onformal oordinates hart for M at the end Ep around p of thefollowing form (f: Chapter 12 in [Ra℄):(M; g) � (Ep; g) = (Sm; �2gm)for some Sm; 1 � m � 4, where S1 = T 1 � fx 2 R3 : jxj � Kg, S2 = T 2 � fx 2R2 : jxj � Kg, S3 = T 3 � fx 2 R : jxj � Kg, S4 = T 4, where T k is a at torus ofdimension k, K > 0 is a large positive number, gm is the produt metri on eahSm, and � is a positive smooth funtion. Now we will show that suh ends Ep annot exist in our ase.Lemma 3.2. There is no omplete onformal metri �2gm on (Sm) suh that itssalar urvature bounded from below by a positive number, for m = 1; 2; 3.Proof.Case (i): When m = 1. Reall the salar urvature equation on S1:�(�r�r�+ 2r �r�+ 1r2�S2�+ �T 1�) = J�324



for r = jxj , r 2 [K;1) the norm of a point x in R3. We take the average of � overS2 � T 1 for eah r and get �(�r�r ��+ 2r �r ��) � J0(��)3where J � J0 as assumed. Now take a hange of variables( et = r = r �� ; (3.1)therefore � tt +  t � J0 3 (3.2)We will show that  attains zero or in�nity at some �nite t, whih will be a on-tradition. First we observed that, if  t(t0) � 0 at ertain t0, then  tt(t0) < 0.Therefore we have  t � �� < 0 and  tt � 0 for all t � t1 for some t1 > t0, whihimplies  has to be zero at some �nite t. Thus, we may assume  t > 0 for all t.Next we observed that, if  t � J0 3 � 0 at some t0, then  tt(t0) � 0 and therefore tt(t) � �� < 0 for all t � t2 for some t2 > t0; then  t an not be positive for allt. Thus, we may assume  t � J0 3 > 0for all t. But this implies ddt ( 1 2 ) < �2J0;whih is impossible unless  goes to in�nity at some �nite t. This �nished the proofof ase (i).Case (ii): When m = 2, then the salar urvature equation for S2 is:�(�r�r�+ 1r �r�+ 1r2�S1�+ �T 2�) = J�3for r 2 [K;1) the norm of a point in R2. Then we take the average over S1 � T 2and the hange of variables as in (3.1) to get� tt + 2 t � J0 3 +  : (3.3)A similar argument as in the above proves the lemma for S2.Case (iii): For m = 3, then the salar urvature equation on S3 beomes:�(�r�r�+ �T 3�) = J�3for r 2 [K;1). Then again we take the average and the hange of variables, andget � tt + 3 t � J0 3 + 2 : (3.4)25



One again, a similar argument as in the previous ases establishes the lemma forS3.Case (iv): When m = 4, in this ase S4 = T 4 is ompat, hene its fundamentaldomain in the domain of disontinuity an be hosen to have its losure boundedaway from the limit set.We have thus �nished the proof of the lemma.To ontinue the proof of Theorem 3.1, we apply Lemma 3.2 to onlude that thelimit set onsists of either onial limit points or usp of rank four.Sine �xed points of either hyperboli or paraboli elements in � are all in thelimit set  L(�) of �, � ats on 
(�) has no �xed points. Thus 
(�)=� = �M isa manifold with a loally onformally at struture. We onsider a fundamentaldomain F whih satis�es:
(�) = [2� F and F\ F = ;; 8 2 �:And let C = �F the losure of F in S4. Sine all points in L(�) are either onial orusps of rank four, the losure of F does not meet the limit set, hene C � 
(�).This proves that �M = C=� is ompat sine C is ompat. In the mean while, wehave M = (C n (�
 \ 
(�)). Now sine �
 \ 
(�) are all isolated points withoutaumulation points in 
(�), C \ (�
\
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